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Release Notes for Patch Release #5310
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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.2-rev8
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.2-rev6
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5291.

65640 The output file for the webmail feedback labels the “Inbox” application as “Mail” ,
Instead of ”Inbox””
It was not possible to map feedback app names to custom names.
This has been improved by adding new extension point to process feedback data, now it can be
added in customizations.
65659 The output file for the webmail feedback comments module does not recognize Edge
browser
Edge was recognized as IE with higher version.
This has been fixed by improving the browser check.
65682 Replies to appointments always in English on OUTLOOK and not in current language
If the organizer is no attendee (Outlook), the locale for the notification recipient was not set.
This has been fixed by adding the acting users locale in this case.
65821 Access to the Custom app is sometimes very slow
Threads piling up in push registration framework due to excessive locking in turn leading to unresponsiveness of the system.
This has been solved by removing that lock by using higher level concurrency mechanisms and
optimized to avoid unnecessary remote session look-up.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

65640, 65659, 65682, 65821,
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